INTRODUCTION
The problem of the stress state of structures such as sandwich panels has been studied by applied methods of Omitting the details of this procedure, which is described in 161, let us lay our emphasis on the analysis of the equations and the solution, separating a symmetric part from a nonsymmetric one and their dependence on the parameters corresponding to a symmetric and asymmetric panel structure. Symbolizing the components of the symmetric solution part by the index "s" and the nonsymmetric one, respectively, by "as", the four displacement functions of face layer middle planes and the surface loads take the following form:
where the upper sign at the right part of Eq (1) corresponds to the index "s" at the left-hand side and the lower sign, respectively, to "as". Eq (1) 
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The last line of Eq (3) (Fig. 1 a) in relative variables can be deduced as: (6) and with a piecewise distributed load (Fig.lb) as
The Laplace transfonn was used in solving the set of Eqs. (2) As a result, the solution of the bending problem for the asymmetric structure panel would be expressible in a closed form in terms of the fundamental functions, whose specific character is defined by the following properties:
1. Eleven linearly independent functions (with N x -0 the necessity to evaluate the twelfth function is eliminated) are recursively deduced by derivation:
The expression p_ 5 
The functions ρ"(ξ) are normalized so that:
p n (0) = 0, when η * 5 and p 5 (0) = 1 (10) 3. The following auxiliary linear relationship of the fundamental functions that are identically equal to unity was deduced:
The displacements and their derivatives at the central panel section are derived from the boundary relationships (5) considering (6) 
FINITE FORMULAE
At first let us assume a standard curvature value w'l (0) at the panel center χ = 0, see For two functions of the deflection, the following expressions were obtained: 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The analysis of the bending characteristics of the The curves obtained, accordingly, (16) and given in Fig. 2 a, b, show the combined influence of transverse shear and compression rigidity of a midlayer on the bending stresses. Note in order that the curves in Fig. 2 (a) intersect the ordinate axis above the curves in Fig. 2 (b), as with the same index nx = 1 in Fig. 2 
which differs from the membrane stress Recurring to the case of asymmetric structure under three-point bending, one might find monotonous variation of the midlayer compression stresses with geometric and elastic asymmetry parameters, see Fig. 4 (a), (b). Curve behavior is different for the central and the support sections. A distinction between the ordinates of the curves at a zero abscissa in Fig. 4 (a) , (b) is generated by a certain discrepancy between the pairs of moduli, when n x = 1, i. e., like the situation in Fig. 2 (a) , At the end section ξ=ξ, of the panel loaded as shown
in Fig. 1 a, the relative value of the stresses σ ζ (ξ,) /σ' ζ can be found as -(l/2)e-" ti '-il) cosa(£, -£,). The maximum positive value of the transversal stress σ ι at the end section ξ=ξ, occurs when ξ, -ξ ι = 3π / 4α .
Let us give a description of a piecewise homogeneous load statically equivalent to point forces "spread" over small regions, representing the three-point bending of a panel (see Fig. 1 b) . We obtain, for the central section of • Squeezing stresses of the midlayer in three-point bending essentially depend on the asymmetry of face layer characteristics. The trends to variation of these stresses at the central and support sections with the inversion modification of the asymmetry parameters are of an opposite nature. As an elasticity modulus or thickness of the face layer, contacting supports, is reduced by a factor of six, the stress increases two to three -fold as compared with its value for the structure symmetry. This stress is the greatest in magnitude at a support section when the length of a free section extending beyond the support is zero.
• The panel parts extending beyond the supports may
